
Hidden Gems:
Mysteries

The Echo Man
Sam Holland

Investigating a string of brutal
murders echoing famous cases from
the past, detectives Cara Elliott and
Noah Deakin find the cases hitting
too close to home, while a woman
on the run discovers a shocking link
between her case and that of the
ultimate copycat.

All That's Left Unsaid
Tracey Lien

In Cabramatta, Australia, after her
younger brother is murdered inside
a restaurant while celebrating his
high school graduation, Ky Tran
vows to uncover his killer despite 
an indifferent police force and
witnesses who claim they 
saw nothing.

Murder in Westminster
Vanessa Riley

Portrays the true diversity of the
Regency era as a widow whose skin
color and notorious family history
have left her with few friends she
can rely on — just as the local vicar
names her the prime suspect in a
murder case.

A Death in Door County
Annelise Ryan

A Wisconsin bookstore owner 
and cryptozoologist is asked to
investigate a series of deaths that
just might be proof of a fabled 
lake monster.

After the Hurricane
Leah Franqui

After losing track of her estranged
father after Hurricane Maria, Elena
Vega heads to Puerto Rico to
unravel the truth about who her
father was, what happened to 
him and to find relatives she's 
never met.

A Deadly Bone to Pick
Peggy Rothschild

When Molly Madison, dog-wrangler
extraordinaire, stumbles upon a
murder in her new hometown, she
must track down a killer to save 
the day.

The Houseboat
Dane Bahr

Local outcast Rigby Sellers, living in
squalor on a dilapidated houseboat
on the Mississippi River, finds
himself under suspicion when a
young girl is found shivering on the
side of the river and claiming her
boyfriend has been murdered.
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The Art of the Decoy
Trish Esden
When a waterfowl decoy collection
goes missing after her appraisal, fine
art and antiques expert Edie Brown
is accused of the crime and must
race against time to expose the real
culprits before the FBI’s Art Crime
Team catches up with her.

The Fields
Erin Young
When newly promoted Sergeant
Riley Fisher arrives on the scene of a
young woman found dead in an
Iowa corn field, an already horrific
crime becomes personal when she
discovers the victim was a childhood
friend, connected to a dark past.

The Lady with the Gun Asks 
the Questions
Kerry Greenwood

Miss Phryne Fisher is up to her
stunning green eyes in intriguing
crime in each of these four stories.

The Other Guest
Helen Cooper

After a shocking death at a luxurious
Italian resort, two very different
women must question everything —
and everyone — they love in order
to untangle truth from lies.

Kalmann
Joachim B. Schmidt
After finding a pool of blood in the
snow, the self-appointed sheriff of 
a small Icelandic village finds that
events are swiftly threatening to
overwhelm him. But how can
anything go wrong with Kalmann 
in charge?

The Bangalore Detectives Club
Harini Nagendra
When headstrong Kaveri moves to
Bangalore to marry a handsome
young doctor, she's resigned herself
to a quiet life. But all that changes
the night of the Century Club party
when she spots an uninvited guest
in the garden.

The Mad, Mad Murders of
Marigold Way
Raymond Benson
In a Chicago suburb at the height of
the COVID-19 pandemic, Scott
Hatcher and his neighborhood must
come to terms with the
disappearance and death
investigation of his wife, Marie.

Miss Aldridge Regrets
Louise Hare
In 1936 London, actress Lena
Aldridge is offered the role of a
lifetime in New York, and, sailing
aboard the Queen Mary, is drawn
into the fold of a wealthy and
bizarre family where her greatest
performance will be for her life.

Cleopatra's Dagger
Carole Lawrence
A journalist in 19th century New
York matches wits with a serial killer
in a gripping thriller by the
prizewinning author of the Ian
Hamilton mysteries.

No Strangers Here
Carlene O'Connor
Set in Ireland's striking, rugged
countryside, an atmospheric new
crime fiction series follows an Irish
veterinarian grappling with family
dynamics and the secrets at the
heart of her small community.

In Place of Fear
Catriona McPherson

A newly appointed medical 
welfare almoner in 1940s 
Edinburgh stumbles into 
something dark within the medical
community after a young woman
mysteriously disappears.

Reader, I Buried Them
and Other Stories
Peter Lovesey
A collection of short fiction
spanning 50 years that includes the
story that launched Lovesey's
career as well as three exclusive
new stories.
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